INTRODUCTION.
Throughout, unless mentioned otherwise, E and V denote vector spaces over an algebraically closed field ofcharacteristic zero and " denotes the family of all nonconstant polynomialsP: E V. The concept of Lucas-sets for the family ", when E is a K-inner product space, was introduced in [1] and it was shown that every memberA of the familyD(E.)ofall generalized circular regions orE., with A, is a Lucas-set for ". This fact naturally raises two questions: Firstly, does D(Ew) exhaust all Lucas- Lucas' theorem on the zeros of the derivative of a polynomial and a theorem due to Marden on linear combinations of a polynomial and its derivative.
The details in the remainder of this section can all be found in [1, pp. 833-835, 839-843] , apart from other alternate sources cited for completeness. E and V denote vector spaces of arbitrary dimension over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic zero. We write E,= E t3{o} and K,. K t3{oo}, where w (resp. oo) is an element having the properties of vector (resp. scalar) infinity (cf. also [8, pp. 352, 372] or [9, p. 116]); Ko denotes a maximal ordered subfield of K with K0o as the set of all non-negative elements ofKo, so that (cf. [10, pp. 38-40] , [11, p. 56 The concept of abstract homogeneous polynomials is well known (see [4] - [7] , [9] , [11] , [14] - [17] ). In what follows we briefly describe abstract polynomials and their pseudo-derivatives. A mapping P E V is called an abstractpolynomial (briefly, a.p.) of degree n if for every x,y E,
whereinA(x,y) _ V are independent of p andA,(x,y) q O. 
and that Therefore GGs(x,y) V x GE y GE-{O} iff toGS. [19, p. 48]. Given an element (a,:k) of E (K-{0}), we define the mapping ho,x E,,'-* E,, by h,.x(z) a + z V z G E,, (3.5) and call it a homothetic transformation of E,,. Clearly, ho.x is one-one and onto, and its inverse, ho-. is also a homothetie transformation oleo, given by PROOF. Let S GD'(Eo,) and h,,,x be given by (3.5) , so that ho,,(S).,a + kS -S' (say). For any (x,y G E , we notice that x+pyGS' iff x0+PY0GS, whereXo-(x-a)/ and yo-y/%. Therefore, sineeS GD'(E,,),
Conversely, to show the reverse containment in (3.6), we take S' G D'(E,) and put S h,(S'). Since h-.,x is also a homothetic transformation ofE,, (3.6) implies that $ G O*(E,). But, then R,(S)-$' (since h.,, is one-one and onto) and so
Now (3.6) and (3.7) complete the proof. PROOF. Given S 6/D(E,), consider G -Gs(x,y) for any (x,y)6/E:'(y 0) in view of (3.4)) as defined in (3.1 
Hence, as(X,y)D(K) for allx, y fie ands D'(E).
(ii) We shw thaws ffD(E). In order to extend the above eorem to e class , we briefly deribe e following notions and concepts, whose details can be found in [1, pp. whereAo(x'h)'(t-to'o+rlo andAk(x,h)'C(n k)(t')k(t-to'-ko Consequently, in view of (4.4), (4.5), (4.7)-(4.11), we see that for every hyperplane (a member ofD'(E,o)) there exist vector-valued a.p.'s P, '(n 1,2,3, ...) via (4.8) (4.13)
Since 0 Gs(x,h G and Pi (7, we see that, for all j, 1/pi 0o(pi) 0o(G), where 0o(G) is Ko-convex (since (7 D (K) ). This implies that
